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IonosphereIonosphere

DD--layer (60layer (60--90 km) 90 km) 
n~10n~1022 e/cce/cc
EE--layer (90layer (90--120 km) 120 km) 
n~10n~1055 e/cce/cc
FF--layer (130layer (130--1000) 1000) 
n~10n~106 6 e/cce/cc



EarthEarth--ionosphere waveguide ionosphere waveguide 



Ionosphere and total electron Ionosphere and total electron 
content content 

Layers cause delay of incoming signalsLayers cause delay of incoming signals
Signals carry information about the state of Signals carry information about the state of 
the ionospherethe ionosphere
Thus, signals can be used for remote Thus, signals can be used for remote 
sensingsensing



sTECsTEC and and vTECvTEC



GNSS permanent stations in GNSS permanent stations in 
UzbekistanUzbekistan

1996 1996 KitabKitab
station (KIT3)station (KIT3)
2001 Tashkent 2001 Tashkent 
(TASH)(TASH)

Installed by German Installed by German 
Research Center Research Center 
GeoForschungsZentrumGeoForschungsZentrum
(GFZ), Potsdam(GFZ), Potsdam



Tashkent stationTashkent station
Receiver: Javad Delta

Antenna: Javad



WebWeb--interfaceinterface



SolarSolar FlaresFlares

Classification 
of X-Ray Solar 
Flare: A, B, C, 

M, X



Analysis methodAnalysis method

Monthly mean of TEC around the day of Monthly mean of TEC around the day of 
interest is taken as a referenceinterest is taken as a reference





Solar eclipseSolar eclipse



Anomalies of TECAnomalies of TEC



Space weather monitorsSpace weather monitors



VLF AWESOME projectVLF AWESOME project





Tashkent AWESOME Tashkent AWESOME 
stationstation





TransceiversTransceivers











ConclusionConclusion
IonosphericIonospheric TEC variations can be used as a TEC variations can be used as a 
monitor of space weathermonitor of space weather
Two independent sensors of the ionosphere Two independent sensors of the ionosphere 
can complement each other in better can complement each other in better 
understandingunderstanding
Construction of a webConstruction of a web--based online near based online near 
real time space weather monitor is in real time space weather monitor is in 
progress progress 



Thank youThank you






